Introduction

Cancer is a leading cause of death in the world. According to the estimates of the World Health Organization (WHO), there have been 18.1 million new cases and 9.6 million cancer-related deaths in this year. For humans, cancer has been the biggest barrier to increase the expectancy of life [1].

Reports of breast cancer is high and oncology therapy is an intense and
very expensive research subject [2]. Biopsy is one of the techniques for diagnosis of breast cancer, which aims to determine the treatment protocol. However, diagnosis using biopsy can cause several harmful side effects to the area examined, such as infection, bruises, damage to blood vessels. These changes may worsen if the patient does not continue treatment after the biopsy, with a possibility of malignant transformation of the lesion [3]. Prevention of breast cancer may be possible through periodic screening of healthy individuals and the early detection of breast cancer needs to be explored.

Screening of breast cancer is based on imaging systems such as mammography. Mammography may be considered the gold standard in early diagnosis of breast cancer owing to the advantages of high specificity (approximately 97%) and the ability to detect nodules of approximately 2 cm in size. Moreover, the procedure is less optimal for women with high-risk of breast cancer and those less than 40 years of age and false positive detection of nodules have also been reported [4-7]. The other common screening modality is MRI associated with disadvantages relating to the electromagnetic field, which can increase the temperature of the breast by approximately 0.3 °C, thereby raising the risk of development of cancer and inaccurate results. The technique may also cause allergic reaction due to use of dyes. These tests cannot distinguish between cancerous and non-cancerous lesions, but can detect objects appearing potentially cancerous [8, 9]

Owing to the disadvantages of mammography and MRI, a new and safer modality known as thermography has been introduced for screening of breast cancer. Thermography has been as an “adjunctive” tool used in conjunction with primary tests such as, mammography. The technique uses infrared sensors to detect heat and increased vascularization (angiogenesis) as the byproduct of biochemical reactions. The heat data is compiled into an image for computer analysis. The application of thermography in the diagnosis of breast cancer is non-invasive and not associated with post-test side effects [6]. Infrared (IR) thermography has several advantages, for example, detection of breast abnormalities prior to development of cancer, identification of breast regions to ensure subsequent monitoring based on clinical evidence. Therefore, IR thermography also plays a role in screening of breast cancer. IR imaging technology has been advanced significantly from the original clinical assessments, but it’s sufficient to diagnose cancer as a stand-alone test [10]. One study reported that the screening results using thermography showed 97% accuracy compared to mammography and MRI, which have 96.1% and 95.8%, respectively, which indicates superior sensitivity and specificity of thermography [11].

Symptoms of breast cancer include wrinkling, leakage of fluid from the nipple and changes in skin color and temperature around the breast associated with tissue metabolism and vascularization of the underlying tissue. An increase in temperature of the breast is indicative of breast tissue abnormalities. In normal breast tissue, heat conductivity is represented by an increase in temperature of the skin, whereas in breast cancer, lesions under the surface of skin produce more heat and subsequently increase blood flow [12].

The amount of heat in the region of the breast cancer/in the breast cancer lesion changes over time. Salhab et al., collected heat data every five minutes, for 48 hours and analyzed the outcomes using statistical software SPSS 25(). The resultant graph demonstrated that there is change in heat due to changes in metabolism in every one unit graph [13]. Thermography has been used in screening of cancer based on the principle of higher metabolic activity and blood flow around cancerous than normal tissue. IR thermography is a promising technology for detection of breast cancer. Therefore, it can be used as an imaging technique to im-
prove the efficiency of detection of breast cancer [14]. The use of thermography to classify normal and abnormal breasts using curvelet-based texture feature approaches, can improve classification efficiency when compared with statistical features [15].

Limitations of the process of screening breast cancer using thermography displays a thermal pattern. The produced pattern is a multiresolution image, which does not have a clear edge (effect corner), particularly heat patterns caused by inflammation or mammary glands in the breast, resulting in inconsistency or false detection of lesions (false positive or negative) [16, 17]. In the present study, we aimed to identify the heat region on cancerous breasts using the edge of the heat pattern.

Segmentation or edge detection methods can be used to detect all edges or lines to form the image of an object. The purpose of edge detection is to identify objects in the image. The Canny method is able to reduce noise prior to edge detection minimizing the occurrence of corner effects in the multi-resolution process [18]. The use of Canny edge detection for image segmentation or feature extraction can increase the accuracy of pattern recognition. This approach can visually aid in segmentation of the thermal pattern, thereby enabling classification of the patterns.

Material and Methods

Materials

Animal Model

In this experimental study, breast screening was used an animal models of Wistar female rats. The experiment was carried out with 1.2 - 1.5-month-old rat purchased from Parasitology Lab. Twenty four rats were divided into 3 groups, including normal group, cancerous group, and growing mammary gland group. The rats were induced by DMBA (Dimethylbenz[a] anthracene) carcinogen compounds as much as 20 ml/body weight with 10 times repetition. After carcinogen compound induction was completed, rats were treated for 8 weeks [19]. All experiments were conducted according to guiding principle for the care scientific purpose and approved by ethical committee University Brawijaya Malang Indonesia (884-KEP-UB).

“XY Linear” Table

“XY Linear” table was used to move an immobile object (rat) and able to slide 5 steps of left and right and also back and forth, with a very small shift with high resistance. The specifications of the “XY Linear” table, equipped with a stepper motor with 2000 steps per pulse resolution, repeatability reached 0.02, 1% of stepper motor error and were not accumulative in 1 conversion cycle with a 5 mm shift, to maintain the movement consistency of the “XY Linear” shift table, and gradual movement was controlled by a microcontroller. A microcontroller to maintain the consistency of each step motor movement control the linear table. The movement model was to get 25 of different positions, with 0.25 mm shift per step. Shift parameters were set by a maximum reference of 50% of pixel density and the width of the pixel box in the picture 0.475 mm.

Gold Standard Testing

The isolated breast tissue then tested by Pathology Anatomy (PA) as a Gold Standard test to check whether rats encountered the breast cancer. After 8-week of treatment period, surgery was performed on breast tissue and continued with histopathology using Hematoxylin-Eosin (HE) staining, to detect the presence of cancer lesions. Histopathology result was then compared between normal, cancer and growing mammary gland group. Indicating parameters were subjected in color, cell structure and cell size of breast tissue. Histopathology gold standard in this study was validated by the Pathological Anatomy Laboratory of University Brawijaya Malang Indonesia.

Analysis Methods

Breast screening through tempera-
“Raw of temperature” is a numerical data resulting from body temperature measurement using infrared camera. These data show the highest temperature indicating abnormalities region (breast cancerous) [20]. Breast cancer can be determined based on information of the highest temperature and the average temperature value in the breast area. Determination and calculation of the highest and the average temperature values were performed using thermal imaging analysis software [21]. The highest temperature data for 8 weeks from each rat were analyzed using statistical method.

Breast screening through thermal pattern analysis

Breast screening was done by analyzing through the process of segmenting/detecting the edge of the image of the thermal pattern. The resulting image of thermal pattern was a multiresolution image with an unclear edge. Therefore, the process of thermal pattern segmentation requires a method eliminating the occurrence of corner effects using the Canny method. Segmentation is a process to find the different of intensity changes between pixels in an image field. The Segmentation of an image producing edges of the image object aims to mark the part leading into elaboration on images, improve blurred image details as well as effect of the image acquisition process. (d) and change 2D images into curve shapes [18].

Pre-processing was required prior to segmentation of thermal pattern in the breast separating the heat patterns from the background to acquire a heat pattern in grayscale form. In this research, the advantage of selected “Raw of Temperature”, the value of each pixel was obtained from the temperature information of original. “Raw of Temperature” has a numeric value. Aim of indexing is to visualize thermal pattern of an object. The highest temperature will be visualized in white, while the cool temperature will be visualized in black. Visualization of the hot area (white) on the body of rat showed the location or position of the lesion, appropriately. That made crop of target area easier. Target area was cropped at 16-by-16 matrix and continued with RGB conversion process into grayscale color space on each pixel [20].

Subsequently, after the pre-processing stage, process of segmenting thermal patterns in the breast was done focused on recognition of thermal pattern. The thermal pattern of IR cameras is a multi-resolution image and does not have a clear edge, which frequently lead to false read-out (positive or negative false), especially in case of breast detection with growing in mammary glands. The edge of detection segmentation often creates angular effects, which is difficult to define the edge between objects and backgrounds.

Therefore it is necessary to finalize the edge segmentation of a thermal pattern by pressing all the other weak and unconnected edges to a strong edge. Using the Canny method, the segmentation of multi-resolution thermal pattern on breast cancer lesions will result clearer segmentation of thermal pattern.

Application of the Canny method was conducted in 4 steps [22] as follows: 1) Insertion of Gaussian filter to remove the noise and avoid of detecting false edge due to noise 2) Determination of image gradient intensities 3) Non-maximum suppression places to eliminate false responses in object edge segmentation. 4) Application of double threshold to determine the potential edges.

Results

Histopathology results

Histopathology was conducted to determine the malignancy level of breast using HE staining. At the end of 8th weeks, biopsy was obtained from the breast tissue and histopathology was performed using HE staining to determine the level/stage of malignancy (Figure 1).

The result of PA analysis on normal breast showed shape, structure and size cell, which
were normal. Fat tissue stoma has the cabbage epithelium, partially appears cystically broad, contains eosinophil amorphous material and focuses on chronic inflammatory cells in the fibro collagen stroma. In Figure 1b, an image like fibrocystic disease of the breast is seen.

The result of PA analysis on breast cancerous showed the changes of cell structure and the size of the cell enlarge. The appearance of hyperplasia and proliferation ductuli, some of them cystically stretched. In some area, this group of epithelium has irregular shaped within the stroma, suspicious of a malignant process.

The result of PA analysis on breast with growing mammary gland, which showed cell, has a normal shape, structure and size. Epithelial gland images with secretions inside the lumen are present, showing lactation of phase rats was maintained under normal condition with growing mammary glands.

Histopathological result can be used as the gold standard for breast screening through temperature and thermal pattern analysis.

Breast screening through temperature analysis

During DMBA inducing period, the body temperature of the rats was measured using an IR camera and the temperature changes were recorded every week. Each group showed variation in temperature change (Figure 2).

Based on temperature, the outcomes of normal group were considered as True Negative (TN) in cases of values below 37 °C (84%), and False Negative (FN) in cases that the temperature exceeded 37 °C (16%). In group 2, thermal temperature above 38 °C was considered as True Positive (TP), as seen in 85% rats; whereas, temperature under 38 °C was considered as False Positive (FP), as seen in 15% rats. Similarly, in the group of rats with growing mammary glands, 76% and 24% were TP and FP, respectively.

There was a correlation of the incubation period with increasing temperature in the breast area of mice. The temperature in the normal mouse group was lower compared to the other groups (Figure 2). This finding can facilitate early detection of breast cancer, without side effects. The growth of lesions in each group was strongly influenced by the duration of treatment. The 8-week maintenance period had different effects on each group [Table 1].

The duration of maintenance compared to an increase in temperature of the normal group showed a negative value of 0.639, exhibiting negative and significant correlation. The duration of maintenance decreased the temperature in rat’s breasts and led to the condition of normal rat. Referring to result of hypothesis test with significant value -2.034; thus, hypothesis...
is accepted.

The duration of maintenance compared to thermal changes in the cancer group had a positive value of 0.632 showing highly significant positive correlation, which is long-term treatment period of rat increasing the temperature in rat’s breast, and the level of malignancy as well.

The duration of maintenance compared to thermal changes in groups with growing mammary glands had a negative value of 0.851 showing highly significant negative correlation. The hypothesis was rejected by 0.007, showing that the length of period maintenance did not affect the hot temperature in the breasts of rat with growing mammary gland.

**Breast Screening Through Thermal Pattern Analysis**

Based on temperature data, breast screening in Wistar rats cannot provide visualization of the lesions; however, the breast could provide a clear picture through detection of thermal patterns. Analysis of thermal patterns of rat body temperature was done using the Canny segmentation method. Overall results are shown in Figure 3 from 24 research objects after verifying for 8 weeks and segmenting the thermal pattern according to the group.

No curve was found in thermal pattern of normal group, while cancerous group had perfectly closed curve and rats with growing mammary gland group had imperfect curve.
Screening Breast Cancer through Thermal Pattern

The maintenance period of rats has an effect on thermal temperature both in normal and cancerous groups, but does not affect group with growing mammary glands. Thermal pattern analysis can be used as a reference or other modality for breast screening.

Breast screening through temperature analysis produces 3D visual graphics, which has different peak areas. However, the normal breast has a narrow peak, cancerous breast has a wider peak indicating the extent of the cancerous lesion area since, the visual graph is flatter for breasts with mammary gland growth (Figure 4).

Discussion

Based on the results, thermography of the breasts demonstrated sensitivity, specificity and accuracy 91%, 70% and 83%, respectively. Results of breast screening through temperature analysis in Wistar rats have demonstrated low accuracy; therefore, segmentation analysis of thermal pattern is necessary as supporting data.

Segmentation result of thermal pattern in normal, cancerous breast and growing mammary gland groups show difference in thermal patterns. Based on the temperature and thermal pattern analysis [Table 2].

In the normal group, the temperature value of pixels is the same; thus, the temperature difference between pixels is zero. Differential values, which are not sharp (zero), do not form edge boundaries. There is no curve formed in the thermal segmentation of the pattern, indicating no cancer lesions in the object. The average temperature of eight normal mice is around 36.66 °C, with the lowest and highest around 34.73 °C and 37.78 °C, respectively.

The heat pattern in the cancerous group demonstrated a distinct thermal pattern. A perfectly closed curve was formed showing the magnitude of the cancerous lesions. There were differences in the number of cancer lesions. In the cancer group, the highest temperature in a rat’s body is marked in white. Temperature changes in the cropped area show variation from surrounding regions. Consequently, the temperature difference formed a sharp value gradient and a perfect curve. The average, lowest, and highest temperatures in rats in the cancerous group were approximately 38.67 °C, 37.16 °C and 41.42 °C, respectively.

The groups of rats with mammary gland growth showed high temperatures. The temperature between pixels is almost the same. This often shows “angular effects”, causing false detection and cancer lesions. Using the Canny method, the results of thermal pattern segmentation cannot form a perfect curve. In the segmentation area, there is a midpoint marked white and had a different thermal tem-

Figure 3: Result of thermal segmentation with the Canny method. a) Normal breasts do not have a curve formed b) Breast cancer formed a perfectly closed curve and c) Breast with mammary gland growth, which an open and irregular curve is formed.
temperature compared to the surrounding area. After segmentation, the value of false gradient is found, leading to the formation of an imperfect curve and showing that the heat captured is spread. Histopathological results showed the presence of mammary glands in the breast. The average, lowest, and highest temperatures of group 3 are around 37.77 °C, 35 °C and 41.94 °C, respectively.

Conclusion

In this research, we investigated the correlation between thermal patterns and breast imaging. Breast screening using thermography is highly dependent on the temperature information. However, based on the highest temperature, a cancerous lesion is found or diagnosed, the thermal pattern is able to show the actual condition. Breast screening through temperature and thermal patterns analysis can distinguish normal breast, breast cancerous and breast with growing mammary glands.
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Figure 4: a) Temperature distribution in normal breasts. b) Temperature distribution in cancerous breasts. c) Temperature distribution in breast with mammary gland growth.
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Table 2: Result of determination breast through temperature and thermal pattern analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Average Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Form of segmentation curve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal Breast</td>
<td>36.66</td>
<td>no curve is formed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast with growing mammary gland</td>
<td>37.77</td>
<td>Imperfect curve formed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>38.67</td>
<td>perfect closed curve is formed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


